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As The Sword Turns
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The Official Castle Wall Productions Newsletter
Current Clack
Castle Wall had its first preseason
“game” on the 31st of March, it was
a win. we had about 150 8-11 year
olds as an audience. Our
performance went good and we
were well received. We needed at
least 50% of CWP active
membership and we had 55%. We
need to get our teams in gear for this
upcoming seasons, as there is still a
lot to do before our show season
begins or we are ready for our show
season.
I want to bid farewell to Bill Odler
who left to peruse other interests at
this time you will be missed. I
would like to welcome Lisa Engle to
our support team, and Gillian
Gillette as a full time member
HUZAHHHH!!!
----------------------------Eric Medved

Calls from the Turret
Its hard to believe that March has
already come and gone! Now that
April is here the pieces of the puzzle
that is our show are coming
together. And it looks like a show
we will be proud of. Castle Wall
would not be as strong as it is
without all of you and I want to
extend a thank you to everyone of
you that have gone the extra mile to
make are show season possible.
I know the March Mall crawl did
not happen and I am working on
coordinating one for end of April.
The date and location will be
announced later Now that summer is
getting closer peoples plans for the

summer which means it is an ideal
time to push ticket sales for CMF.
The park is a great place to PR CWP
and the shows, as we are drawing a
crowd every week. On that note I
want to thank everyone for their
cooperation and flexibility on
switching practice sites Washington
park will be a great new site for
CWP and in case of inclement
weather we still have Logan school.
We have huge things on the horizon
for Castle Wall Productions thanks
for your dedication.
-------------------------------Deb Colao

From the Field
Hey all, Steel Elementary was a
good show, but I have to tell you,
our contingent of kids really outdid
everyone. Emma and Alan, you
really got the crowd going, and Liz
and Adeeb the fight looks show
ready. Thank you to all who
showed, and for those of you who
had your first show, welcome to the
world of live productions.
The Weapons looked great, and
the garments looked good also, but
as you may have noticed there was
not much in the way of props. For
the past few weeks we have
discussed getting volunteers for the
different teams, well now it is time
for more than just saying yes. We
were not as period as we could have
been for the show. Help is really
needed in the next couple of months,
Garments needs help producing
some new outfits, and weapons

needs help producing and repairing
weapons. Please see the team leads
if you can help, we need everyone to
chip in so we can be completely
ready for our next show.
We begin to get to the crunch
time and will begin run-throughs in
the next month. Please remember
that as the attacker you are in charge
of the safety of your moves. Practice
makes perfect, or at least as close as
we can be to that. Let’s make sure
that everything is done correctly and
safely.
Let me say in finishing that this
show opened my eyes, I have been a
bit worried in feeling that the fights
were not going to be ready for show,
but now I see that we are getting
there. I am so impressed with all of
you. Keep up the good hard work
and we will be ready for our first
show soon!
--------------------------------Jerry King

Reports from the Lists
The trainers will be coming by
making
observations
about
everyone’s fights, this will allow us
to identify any problems with the
fight and make adjustments
accordingly. Logan (shield) and
Jewel (stunts) are training to be
trainers for next season and will be
starting trainers activities this
season.
-----------------------------Kerry Major

Tales of the Anvil
OK here we go again; we need
volunteers for the weapons team.
We have got a lot of work ahead of
us. Contact me if you want to help
because we need it, and join us at
the forge.
-----------------------------Joshua Dees

Leeches Ledger
stocks are being refurbished as well
as the dais. We will be adding a
second larger to the field to
accommodate the Queen mother to.
Tents need constructed and painted
we will be contacting everyone
about volunteering.
--------------------Bethany Medved

Tailors Bench.

Starting on the 13th we start dress
rehearsals. Everybody should have
their garb ready and be wearing it at
that time. We are working on quilted
gambesons to be worn under the
chain to ease pressure points. We
also are working on Merry Men
cloaks,
bloomers,
guard
gambesons’, and tabards. If you
want arming cap let me know.
--------------------------Gerry Daubert

Ring Time
The damaged chain from two
weeks ago has been repaired. The
sixth hauberk has been completed.
Three of them must be lengthened.
The royal armor (Prince Johns and
King Richards), the pot helms and
shields should be here this month.
The Black Knight helmet has been
repaired, and the Red Knight helmet
is about to be reworked. There is
still much work to be done though
mostly on belts, sheathes and shields
and the helmets need polishing.
----------------------------Ken Daubert

From the Heralds Horn
The web site continues to be
updated and refined. We have our
first add sold by one of our own
members Serina Keys own Spiritual
Connections HUZZAHH!!! We
need to push sponsorship and
advertising as much as possible.
----------------------------Eric Medved

Castle Custodian’s Closet
Props lagged this month but we
are making up for it this month. The

The never ending quest to get the
CWP vehicles legal continues, more
on it when it is finally done. One
note we need a place to park the
truck in a semi permanent space as
the city of Littleton does not like the
truck at y house.
----------------------------Eric Medved

Leeches Ledger
It is getting close to summer and
we are outside already. I along with
the senior officers will be water
Nazis this year, so make sure you
have your water bottles on you and
ensure you put on your sunscreen.
---------------------------Jordan Rogell
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the senior officers will be water
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ensure you put on your sunscreen.
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We got a few people last week
to take tickets to sell for CMF.
However to meet our goal we still
need more of you to jump in and sell
tickets. You have friends, family, co
workers and fellow students. Lets
pick up the energy and sell some!
You don’t have to sell a whole book
every ticket counts! There is a
prize for the person that sells the
most tickets for CMF.
--------------Angela Masanelli-Yoder

Contact Us
To be a part of Castle Wall Productions,
to participate in, for info on this newsletter
or to be put on the mailing list contact:
ERM, Deb or Prince on the forum @
castlewallprod.com or call
Eric Medved @ (720)-629-3642
Deb Colao @ (720)-982-7266
Jerry King @ (720)-298-7688
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03, Thursday; Medved House Sr. Officers Meet
05, Saturday; Medved House Props Team 3:00-7:00
06, Sunday; Wash. Park, (Logan School) CWP Practice 11:00-3:00
11, Friday; Medved House Armor Team 7:00-10:00
13, Sunday; Wash. Park, (Logan School) CWP Practice 11:00-3:00
19, Saturday; Medved House Props Team 3:00-7:00
20, Sunday; Wash. Park, (Logan School) CWP Practice 11:00-3:00+
21, Monday; Veher House, Web Master Meeting 7:00-9:00
25, Friday; Medved House Armor Team 7:00-10:00
27, Sunday; Wash Park, (Logan House) CWP Practice 11:00-3:00

